Computer Literacy for DSU

CIS 1201
(Challenge non-credit)

- Challenge Test
  (1 test) - $10
- Challenge test out
  (4 tests) - $100
  (includes training)
- Transfer credit
  or
  3 IC3 Tests
  or
  4 MOS tests

  Fail any then wait a week to retake or take COMP class and retake tests not passed (up to 3 tries per test)

  Pass All Tests
  (with 80% or better)

  Computer Literacy
  (Post Pass)

CIS 1200
(3 credits)

- Test out of 1-4 tests
- Do coursework & test on all sections not challenged

  Pass All Tests
  (with 80% or better)

  Computer Literacy
  (Post Grade)

Note: to pass credit or non-credit test outs you must get an 80% or higher.